Data

Inclusive, responsible data use through use of data management tools
Use of data in Aidsfonds programmes

- Data collection through programme M&E
- Documentation of human rights violations through Ona
- Documentation of how many children have been tested for HIV through Mukoko
- Exploring global data on HIV through Zoom
- Establish an evidence base
9. Has the client ever been prosecuted for any of the following

- Substituting: 32
- Listening: 50
- Other: 20
- Not applicable: 99

Submission Time

Ona
Overall task:

Primary Goal
Please perform the task in the task list and count all children and test them on aids.

If you see extraordinary circumstances please take a picture and take some time to describe it.

My registrations

TODAY 1

TOTAL 17

Last registrations:
July 19 2018 09:24

Last synchronisation:
July 19 2018 09:24

ENTER NEW REGISTRATION
Explore global data on HIV

Start exploring the map by selecting two indicators

Start exploring
Data protection policies

• Different policies per data monitoring tool / app
• Informed consent on publications on website Aidsfonds and in reports
• IATI exclusion policy

Some considerations for discussion: our partners use WhatsApp a lot: how do you deal with this? Response when partners share names in reports?
aidsfonds.nl